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AMERICAN-  DESCENDANTS  OF

CHATTEL  SLAVERY

1. GREETING

Gusten  m'argen  (Geri'nAn)  hello,  (sign  language),  mush

mushi  (Japanese),  Lei  coo  h6i  (Vietnamese),  hola  mi

familia  (Spanish),  hello  family  (American  English),  Ohio

(Ojibwa),  Mlito  (tnuskcogee),  Osiyo  (arawack).  I greet  yori

all  as I have  family  members  who  speak  all  these

languages,  so l want  to honor  thei'n  and  you.  This  moment

today  is special.  Today,  I look  at my  fellow  black

Americans  and  I say, what's  up family?  And  I want  to not

only  honor  you  but  you  give  in  this  moment  a proper

greeting,  hasheyack  mumyack  pupeopuplule,  washe

mumsdude  ourut  anuncatesustutorutsus  puprutoudud!  (Tut),

and  for  my  blood,  what's  good  rondo?  You  know  what  it is.

And  what's  understood,  don't  need  to be said.

A. Reparations

i. We  the Americans  who  are  the  direct  descendants  of

the  black/negro  slaves  of  the  United  states  of

America.

ii. Be  it Our  ancestors,  who  were  enslaved  in  the  USA,

to wit  their,  enslavement  was  ordered  and

sanctioned  by the  united  states  of  America  and  her

courts.

iii.  The  enslavement  our  ancestors  endured  was  so

egregioris  that  it left  generational  genetic  damage.

iv. The  enslavement  of  our  ancestors  laid  seed to the

economic  wealth  of  America

v. A  wealth  so vast  it made  the  United  States  of

America  the  worlds  fastest  growing  sriper  power.

vi.  we  have  been  systemically  excluded  from  this

wealth  due  to the policies  of  Democide  that  has

restricted  our  wealth.
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enslavement  of  our  ancestors,  via  H.Res  194  and

S.Con.Res  26

viii.  The  United  States  of  America  have  failed  to reach

the  5 milestones  of  reparations  for  its wrong  of

enslavement,  genocide,  democide,  and  ethnocide  of

the  American  descendants  of  chattel  slavery.

ix.  The  United  States  of  America  failed  to provide  on

its agreement  of  special  field  order  15 which

provided  our  ancestors  with  40 acres  of  land  and  an

army  mule.

x. The  United  States  of  America  failed  to protect  the

fo'n'nally  enslaved  and  their  descendants  from

further  hari'n  when  she refused  to hold  men

accountable  for  the  murders  and  mass  genocide  of

our  lineage.

xi.  The  United  States  of  America  has covered  up their

acts  of  genocide  and  democide  via  immigration.

xii.  ADOCS  are requesting  the  United  states  of

America  correct  it's  wrongs  with  lineage  based

reparations.

xiii.  ADOCS  request  that  delineation  and

desegregation  of  the  data  to take  a more  clear

concise  look  at the  population,  life  expectancy,

health,  education,  wealth,  income,  business

ownership,  homeownership,  birth  rate,  death  rate,

incarceration  rate,  crime  rate,  and  all  other  data.

xiv.  ADOCS  is requesting  protected  class  status  and

endangered  persons  protections.

2. PAYMENT

A. Direct  Cash  payment  of  $151  million  per  descendant

with  4 progenitors  of  the  formally  enslaved  made

throrigh  the  treasury.  Protected  from  FMS  services  et

al.

B. Direct  cash  payments  reduced  by  25%  to match  the

amount  of  ancestors  who  is not  a direct  descendant  of

the  formally  enslaved.  Example:  100%  benefit  for

16/16  ancestors  located  as black,  negro,  mulatto,

colored  by 1880.  12/16  reduced  by  25%  8/16  reduced

by 50%  4/16  reduced  by  75%  <4/16  reduced  by 100%
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3. LAND

s. Establish  an adocs  office  within  office  of  housing

and  Urban  development.

ii. Appropriations  to reflect  median  budget  of  hud

appropriations

iii.  Federal  positions  to be established  for  new  office

with  standard  pay  scale  equal  to equivalent

positions  in  Run.  All  employees  of  this  office  must

have  direct  adocs  lineage.  (Preference  given  to

persons  who's  100%  lineage)

iv. Federal  funding  provided  to adocs  office  to develop

funding  service  and  maintain  land  deeds  and

purchases  of  adocs  persons

v. Claims  for  imi'ninent  domains  must  be approved  by

the  board  in  the  adocs  office.

vi.  All  resources  on land  are property  of  the  adocs

owner.

vii.  Sales  of  adocs  property  must  go through  adocs  hud

land  office.

viii.  Land  grants  to range  between  $500k and  $l.5mil

per  family  based  on geographical  location,  family

size,  and current  median  horising  prices.

4. EDUCATION

A. Establish  an adocs  office  of  education  within  the

Depart'i'nent  of  Education

B. Appropriations  equal  to other  offices  of  equivalent

candor

C. Establish  funding  appropriations  need  for  education

for  adocs  bachelor  level  degrees.

D. Establish  payment  system  and  process  to pay  for

degrees  of  current  and  future  adocs  scholars.

E. Establish  processing  for  reimbursement  of  adocs

degrees  of  bachelors  or lower.

F. Establish  debt  relief  process  for  student  loan  debts  of

adocs  persons.  Non  taxable.

5. INDUSTRY

ADCiCS  CiFFlCE  ESTABLISHE  IIITHIN  S)i4ALL  BUS[NTSS  ADAffNISTRATION  AND
I.

DEPAR'lThfE"T  CiF LABCiR



II. APPROPiATIClNS Tlll BE EQUAL TO .!ILL CITHER CIFFICES

F{ThlDrNG  FCIR ADCC  S BUSINESS  PRCiV]DED.4NDADAJINISTRATED  B Y CIFFICE  CIF
III.

ADCIC  S BT+Eii"ESS

PERSClk'NEL  )vnL'ST BE CIF ,'JDCICS LJNTAGE
IV.

v k'LAR[.nJ.'aNA AD CANNAJIS. (TJLn 'i-ATOR PR('CESSL'R .k'l'JI) DISTRIB['ITL"N
LI(+SES  EXCaLTjSIVE  TCi ADCCS  LINEAGE

rNCREASE  CF LICENSES  FCiR ADOC  AS  IIELL  AS  LICENSES  (lRRENTLY  HELD  Bl-
VI.

.uCCS  ADA[NVSTRATED.AND  )iLAINTAIN'ED  IN  THIS  CiFFICE

6. HEALTH

A. Office  of  adocs  health  established  within  the

deparh'nent  of  health.

B. Lineage  specific  positions  to align  with  current

federal  positions.

C. Must  be of  adocs  lineage  for  these  federal  positions

D. Review  board  will  handle  adocs  complaints.

E. Any  complaint  that  may  be adocs  related  must  be

reviewed  by  adocs  board.

7. JUSTICE

i. Expungement  of  marijuana  convictions

ii. Release  of  marijuana  offenders

iii.  Amend  the 13"' amendment  to strike  through  the

exception.  Making  all  men  free.

Correcting  Americas  first  sin  and  paying  its legal,

moral,  and  ethical  debt  to the  descendants  of  chattel

slaves  will  facilitate  the  Moving  forward  in  a more

unified  america.

Economist  estimate  america  has lost  16 TRILLION

dollars  between  2010-2020  due  to its failure  in



Remittance  has already  cost  the  United  States  600

billion  in 2021 alone.  This  money  will  not  benefit

america  at all.

Despite  the  vast  present  day  oppression,  the  ADOCS

spending  power  remains  1.4  Trillion  dollars  as of

2020.  That's  117  percent  increase  since  2000.  The

economic  boost  that  comes  from  providing

reparations  will  be that  much  more  profitable  for

America.

The  new  cities  that  will  be developed  with  this

initiative  gets america  working.  Roads,  homes,

plumbing,  electric  and  much  more.  The  tourism  in

America  will  also  increase.  This  generates  a higher

GDP  for  any area that  dares  to repair  the  adocs  in

their  area.

The  new  businesses  that  will  develop  will  generate

revemie  for  states,  counties  and  federal  governunent.

The  Americans  -  docs,  have  always  and  will  contimie

to invest  in  America.

The  benefits  of  the increase  in  business  and  labor  will

bring  many  generations  of  wealth,  prosperity,  unity

and  strength  to America.  Being  truly  the  '[JNITED

states  our  ancestors  promised.

Thank  yori.



The  American  Negro

A call  for  atonement  and  repair  - Reparations

Part  1.

Reclaim  status  of  American,  Negro

Disaggregate  the  data

Declare  endangerment.

Get  protected  class  status

Demand  Reparations

Reclaiming  the  status  of  our  ancestors,  declaring  a new  ethnicity  provides  the  American  negro  with  the

first  step  of  atonement,  self  determination.  You can not  determine  yourself  when  you  have  lost  the  link

to  your  ancestors,  you  cant  choose  your  name,  and  you  don't  choose  who  you  are  in this  nation.  The

word  negro  was  stricken  during  the  term  of  Obama.  A man  who  is not  and  has never  been,  a negro.  The

American  negro  has been  told  that  the  success  of  a American  Kenyan  man,  is their  success  when  the

reality  is, it's  a win  for  white  America  and  Kenya  respectively.  The  term  "African  American"  displaces  the

American  negro  and  removes  his birthright  to  the  very  nation  their  ancestors  built.  Also  creating  and

making  concrete  the  ideology  that  all American  negros  who  descend  from  the  enslaved  American  negro

came  from  Africa.  when  the  data  shows  that  only  388,000  enslaved  africans  came  to  USA during  the

transatlantic  slave  trade,  making  the  majority  of  enslaved  negros,  indigenous  to  the  lands  of  the  USA.

Part  2.

Disaggregation  of  the  data  allows  the  American  negro  to properly  compare  their  growth.  In Black

America  provides  a concrete  snap  shot  of  where  the  American  negro  sat  social  economically  in 1970.  As

of  2020  the  data  at the  American  census  bureau  includes  any  and  everyone  that  declares  theirselves

black  and  African  American  respectively  not  taking  into  account  the  American  negro  respectively.  When

the  data  is disaggregated,  the  American  Negro  can properly  assess  their  population,  economic,  social,

educational,  medical  and  family  status.

Part  3

The  American  Negro  may  find  once  the  data  is disaggregated  that  they  are  in danger.  There  is a real

reality  of  the  democide,  genocide  and  ethnic  erasure  of  the  American  negro.  These  3 things  combined

place  the  American  negro  in a state  of  endangerment  of  extinction.

Part  4

Because  of  part  3 the  American  negro  has less protection  than  an American  bald  eagle.  The  American

negro  needs  the  protected  class,  this  will  immediately  address  the  democide  that  happens.  When  the

American  negro  is a protected  people,  the  consequences  for  committing  a crime  against  the  American



negro  will  act  a deterrent.  This  will  also  stop  the  need  for  civil  unrest  due  to  the  American  negro

speaking  out  with  the  lack  of  accountability  with  the  democide.

Part  5

Reparations  is paying  the  debt  owed,  repairing  the  harm  done,  and  restoring  the  economic  foundation

of  the  American  negro.  The  American  negro  is facing  economic  erasure  by 2053.  Reparations  should  be

paid  with  the  goal  of  eliminating  the  economic  wealth  gulf.  Theres  also  the  aspect  of  unpaid  debt  to  the

American  negro  in the  form  of  40  acres  and a mule  promised  after  emancipation.
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indicators,  making  the  resulting  error  margins  too  large  to

draw  meaningFul  conclusionsfrom  the  data. Readers  are

cautioned  that  all data estimates  presented  here  contain

errormargins  around  them  (shown  in manyofthe  tables

and graphs %  at the 95% con&lence level), with
generally  larger  error  margins  forthe  smaller  groups.

Readers  are encouraged  to  see the  Data  Supplement  to

locate  margins  oFerrorForttiose  graphs  arid tables  that  do

not  contain  them  in the  body  of  this  report.

Our  definitions  of  Hmong,  Somali  and other  more  recent

immigrant  populations  in this  report  includeforeign-born

individuals  as well as their  U.S.-bom  descendants  (often,

many  native  Minnesotans)  identifying  with  that  heritage.

We have constructed  an "African-American"  cultural  group

that  consists  only  of  U.S.-bom  Black/African-American

respondents  and theirchildren,  who have no identiFiers

indicating  immigration  &om  Ethiopia,  Liberia,  or  Somalia

within  the  lasttwo  generations.  We  acknowledge  that  our

naming  ofthis  cultural  group  in particular  is problematic,  as

"African-American"is  a term  also invoked  by recentAfrican

immigrants.  However,for  lack of  a betterterm,  we have

employed  it in this  report  to represent  a narrower  group  -

only  U.S.-bom  Blacks.

Thus,  data in this  report  are presented  for  Minnesotans  as a

whole,  and forthe  Following  17 cultural  gmups:

Table  1: Cultural  Groups

Dakota

Ojibw*

Asian  Indian

Chirm*

Filipino

Hnmng

Korean

Lao

Vi*tnamsa

African-American

Ethiopian

l;berian

Somali

Mexican

Puerto  Rican

Ruaian

American  Indian

American  Indian

Asian

Asian

Asian

Asian

Asian

Asian

Asian

Black

Black

Black

Blaek

Hispanic

Hispanic

White

Dakota  or Sioux

Oji):iwe or Chippewa  or Anishinaabe

Regardless of  birthplace

Regardless of  birthplace

Regardless of  birthplace

Hmong  ancestry,  language or birthplace,  including  U.S.-born  children

Regardless oF birthplace

Regardless of  birthplace

Regardless of  birthplace

U.S.-bom  only  and their  children,  with no identffication  with recent
Black immigrant  groups

Ethiopian  ancestry  or birthplace,  including  U.S.-bom  chiklren

Liberian  ancestry  or birthplace,  including  U.S.-bom  children

Somali  ancestry  or birthplace,  including  U.S.-born  children

Regardless of  birthplace

Regardless of  birthplace

All  non-Hispanic  Whites  of  Russian ancestry,  including  U.S.-born
children

White White All  non-Hispanic  Whites,  exceptfor  Russians above

Addi6onal information about how these groups were constructed is available in AppendixA.
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These  17  cultural  groups  are presented  below,  sorted  by approximate  population  size and percentage  of  the  total

Minnesota  population.

Table  2: Minnesota's  Cultural  Groups,  By Populations  Size

Dakota

Ojibw

Asian  Indian

Chinas

Elipino

Hmong

Koman

lao

Vietnam*m

Ari;yii  Jlllur;mrt

Ethiopian

Lib*;an

Somali

Maxian

Puvto  Rican

Russian

White

OtherAmetican  Indian

OtherAsian

Other  glac&

Other  His(mnic

OtherGncluding Pacific Islonder)

Muhiple  Cukural  Groups

All  Minn*sotans

3.1

100.0

6,900  1,200  2,500  600

34,300  2,000  13,800  1,000

43,000  4,200  15,700  1,400

27,300  3,500  10,200  1,200

11,500  2,000  3,500  700

73,700  5,200  16,100  1,300

17,000  2,200  6,500  1,200

12,300  2,400  3,000  700

29,600  4,000  8,700  1,100

182,400  7,200  74,300  3,600

23,000  3,800  7,700  1,300

15,900  3,200  4,900  900

48,800  6,400  14,800  1,700

178,200  5,500  46,400  2,100

11,000  2,400  3,400  900

47,900  4,100  18,000  1,600

4 ,376,600  4,800  1,934,400  6,600

12,600  1,500  5,600  800

31,400  3,900  9,500  1,200

30,000  3,500  14,700  2,000

62,700  5,100  18,800  1,700

7,400  1,600  2,200  500

167,500  6,900  35,000  2,400

5,450,900  -  2,269,700

Additional information about how these groups were constructed is available in AppendixA.

OF  note,  almost  6% of  Minnesotans  do not  fafl  into  any

of  our17  constructed  cultural  groups,  although  they  are

included  in '!All  Minnesotans."  We have not  presented

data  for  this  remainder  group  uniquely,  as it contains

people  from  very  different  backgrounds  -  mostly  many

small  immigrant  groups  and their  children  (Kenyan,

Salvadoran,  Cambodian,  Burmese,  Guatemalan,

Nigerian,  Japanese,  Colurnbian,  etc.)  When  these  groups

become  large  enough  that  we can conduct  reliable

analysis  of  their  characteristics,  we will  present  data  for

them  in subsequent  reports.

The  remainder  of  this  report  contains  economic

outcomes  for  the17  cultural  groups  we identified,  as

well  as descriptive  social  characteristics  (birthplace,  age,

educational  attainment,  etc.)  that  may  impact  economic

outcomes.  A  brief  discussion  about  why  a particular

indicator  is important  appears  on the  top  of  each page.

This  report  is similar  to  the  Economic  Status  Report

produced  in January  2016.  However,  readers  should  not

compare  the  data  published  in this  report  to  the  data

published  in 2016.  The  current  report  incorporates  some

improvements  in the  way  we identify  cultural  groups.

Beause  of  this,  comparing  data  From  the  two  reports

would  provide  an inaccurate  picture  of  how  emnomic

conditions have changed For individual cultural @roupis
in Minnesota.
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Birthplace

One's  birthplace  gives clues  to  the  storythatfollows.

Minnesota-born  individuals  have many  shared  experiences

with  each other,  having  been  shaped  by Minnesota  institutions

and communities.  Those  born  in other  states  may  have come

to Minnesota  to  reunite  with  family,  for  higher  education,  or

forjob  prospects.  Immigrant  populations  bring  traditions  and

languages'From  across  the  world  into  their  neighborhoods

and workplaces,  and mayalso  bring  insights  and connections

to local and global  markets.  Children  of  immigrants  navigate

multiple  cultures,  which  can be an economic  asset.  About

457,000  Minnesotans  (8%)  are foreign-txirn.

Figum2b: M'nnamta! fwii@i-Bom Pbpulatjon,
By Cultural Gffl@JPN
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A TRIBUTE

published  in +he pages  o'F

YOUR  LOCAL  NEWSPAPER
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Mn.  Argue  L. Cbureber

"."""4a"': SaFufnuer4as\;v:easnfuora':s.3Mgie a'
Lee Churcher,  age 42, who passed  ,T

illness,  were  }'ield Saturday,  Janu-

ary 31, 9:30 a.m.

A, M. E. Church,
Rev
W illi  a m  s
ficiated.

was  born

Since residing  inMrs.  A, Churcher

St. Pqul, she has been active  at

St. James,  with  Ilallie  Q. Brown,

the TOPS club  and the North  Cen-  p
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STATE  FILE  NUMBER  1981,MN-063952

FULL  NAME DANIELLE  MARIE  CHURCHER

DATE  OF  BIRTH

SEX

PLACE  OF  BIRTH

DECEMBER  04,  1981

FEMALE

SAINT  PAUI  RMtlSEY MINNESOTA

PARENT

NAME  PRIOR  TO

FIRST  MARRIAGE

LISA  ANN

CHURCHER

PARENT DARRELL  EAVES

ANY  AMENDMENT  MADE  PRIOR  TO  08/09/2000  FOR  THIS  RECORD  IS NOT  NOTED  ON  THIS  CERTIFICATE.

THIS  IS A TRUE  AND  CORRECT  RECORD  OF BIRTH  REGISTERED  IN THE  MINNESOTA  OFFICE  OF VITAL  RECORDS.

MR&C  Certificate  ID

10869826
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27H000017706  FILED:DECEMBER16,1981
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1, 3 ':  ISSUED:  OCTOBER  04, 2017  HENNEPIN  COUNTY  SERVICE  CENTER-NORTH  MPL  W
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CERTIFICATE  OF BIRTH

FULL  NAME

DATE  OF  BIRTH

SEX

PLACE  OF  BIRTH

PARENT

NAME  PRIOR  TO

FIRST  MARRIAGE

PARENT

STATEFILENUMBER  1960-MN-066451

DARRELL  EAVES

SEPTEMBER  26,  1960

MALE

SAINT  PAuL

SALIY

RAMSEY MINNESOTA

ANY  AMENDMENT  MADE  PRIOR  TO  03/i.1/2001  FOR  THIS  RECORD  IS NOT  NOTED  ON THIS  CERTIFICATE.

THIS  IS A TRUE  AND  CORRECT  RECORD  OF BIRTH  REGISTERED  IN THE  MINNESOTA  OFFICE  OF VITAL  RECORDS.

MR&C  Certificate  ID

119-19328

11111111!1111111 11111111!lllllillllll
62A-000850159

!a'aaaL:'Du'a"a-,
ISSuED:  MAY  24, 2019

FILED:  OCTOBERO3,1960

Molly  Mulcahy  Crawford

ST  ATE  REGISTRAR

RAMSEY  COUNTY  DEPT.  OF PUBLIC  HEALTH
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Sunrise

February  13,  1962
Sunset

December  22,  2017

January  3, 2018

Visitation  2:00  p.m.  Funeral  3:00  p.m.

8piplmtn  Mqrtuaty

344  Universiiy  Ave  W.

8t  Paul  MN 55103



Who  is ADOS?
Black  Americans/African

American's
Who lineage has roots in the era of  slavery in the United  States of  Ainerica

Building  a stronger  America  Through self-determination,  generational equity, aiid
identity.

Striving  for a stronger A+ne+ica through  improving  the conditions  of  human
capital,  cultural  capital and Aiuerican  camaraderie through  reparations and
policy

Who  is Al)OS? #LineageMatters

ADOS  is both  a lineage  and  a political  identity.  Both  have  a base

qualification of jlle fOlloWing: AII)'one WhO Can haace heir lineage APP yBlBH5iHg 0(J05By 2021
to 1850-1880  United  States  of  America  census  records  where  This app will  provide  political,  coinmunity

their  ancestors  were  listed  as black,  negro  or  mulatto.  Secondly,  'd  economic resource gaides fo' woS
liave  been  categorized  as black/Africaii  Ainerican  for  tbe  last  15  people ""d all!es
years  on  governinent  doctunents  can  potentially  be ADOS.  Below

are the  breakdowns  of  these  persons.

Pohlrcal  Oi'gamzation:

must be enrolled  in the orgai*ation  ADOS  HQ,

ADOS  Lineage

Na[iorial  Recognilion:

Be able to prove  an enslaved ancestor on US docriinents

"note-  ADOS,  ADOCS,  BODACS,  DOCS are intercliangeable



Delineations  of  ADOS

Us  Freedman

Have  proof  of  enslaved  ancestors,  have  ancestors  who  are on  the  US  Freedman's  bureau  and  bank  records

African  American
Haye  proof  of  African  enslayement  either  through  census  records,  slave  ship  manifests,  or  otlier  goyernment  documents

denoting  tlie  slave  as African

FBA
Be  a descendent  of  Americans  who  are  tiaceable  to 1526,  registered  with  the  Foundational  Black  Amencan

Organization

IBA
Able  to show  proof  of  ancestonal  iies  to American  Indian  census,  rolls,  and  enumeration  schedules

Indigenous  nation

The  indigenous  populations  of  tbe  Americas  specifically  the  United  States  of  America  were  not  necessarily  enslaved  but  were

hat'med  during  the  period  of  slavery  between  1776-1865

Recognized

This  is for  those  who  liave  challenged  for  their  tribal  rights  and  have  been  recognized  by  tlieir  tribes  as indigenous

Unrecognized

Those  who  have  not  yet  been  recognized  and  those  who  have  yet  to  apply



Reparations  payments:

1. Education:  FREE  through  bachelors  retroactively  and  for  the

next  5 generations,  125  years.  With  direct  reimbursement  to

adocs.

a. A board  of ADOS/FBA  members,  which  decide  on curriculum,
benchmarks  and  standards.

b. Must  be qualified  in areas  of education

c. Funding  for  schools  allocated  as directed  by reparations
agreement  allotment.  Inflation  rates  equal  to population.

2. Property:  $1.5  million  to $500k  grant  for  a home.  Based  on
family  size  and  location.

a. Homeownership  is the  foundation  of  the  wealth  gap.
b. Removes  ability  for  predatory  lending.

c. No interest  loans  makes  homes  more  affordable.

d. Maintained  by HUD  under  reparations  agreement
e. To be provided  immediately  and  for  the  next  5

generations.

f. No default,  no foreclosure.

3. Licensing:  ATF  Gaming  and  all other  licensed  that  have  been

previously  been  denied  to us and are heirloomed.  Equal  to
population

a. Licenses  are allotted  specifically  for  ADOS/FBA

b. Each  city  will adjust  their  allowable  license  limit  to

accommodate  the  ADOS/FBA  populations

4. Release  all holds  and incarcerations  of Politlcal  Prisoners  of

war,  providing  sovereignty  and protected  class  status.

5. Capital:  A check.  Dollar  amount  to be discussed.  No less  than

$250k  per  ADOS.

6. We  also  need  Medical  supports,  a committee  of  ADOS/FBA  in
the HHS  department,  who  oversee  any reports  of  discrimination  or

complaint  involving  ADOS  or FBA  whether  patients  or health  care

worker.

7. Civil  rights  department  should  include  specific  committee  to

handle  ADOS/FBA  reports  of discrimination.


